
 

6th Grade Mathematics 
Tic-Tac-Toe Board #1 

Week of March 23 – 27 and Week of March 30 – April 3 
 

6.2(D) order a set of rational numbers arising from mathematical and real-world contexts 
 

 
Directions:  Week of March 23 – 27, complete the problem in the middle, then choose 2 other rectangles to complete, and 

make your tic-tac-toe.  You will have completed 3 assignments this week.  Week of March 30 – April 3, you will choose only 

2 boxes to make your tic-tac-toe for the week.  You will have completed only 2 assignments this week. 

Four friends shared that they spend a 

portion of the day playing video games. 

 

Create a number line and list the friends in 

order on the number line. 

             

Go online or use a store ad from 4 

different stores.   

 

Choose 1 item to compare their price at 

the 4 stores. 

 

List the items in order from the most 

expensive to least expensive. 

 

 

(instead of using 4 different stores, maybe 

you can use the same item in the same 

store but different brands) 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math  

using the JISD portal  

and complete 2 full lessons. 

Create a story that involves five integers.  

At least 3 of the integers must be negative. 
 

List your integers in order from least to 

greatest. 
 

Think about a story involving… 

 Losing and gaining weight 

 Temperatures rising and lowering 

 Deposit money and spend money 

 Below sea level and above sea 

level 

Write your story in a journal or on paper 

and turn it in to your teacher. 

The table shows the temperatures 

recorded in degrees Celsius by Mr. Smith. 

 

Recorded Temperatures 

Day Degrees Celsius 

Monday 2.4° 

Tuesday -4.3° 

Write down a temperature in degrees 

Celsius that is less than both of the 

temperatures shown in the table.   

 

Explain your choice of temperature to a 

family member or friend. 

Choose any item from your pantry with a 

nutrition label that has the % Daily Values 

on it. 

 
 

List the % Daily Value numbers on the 

nutrition label in order from greatest 

percentage to the smallest percentage and 

label what each percentage describes. 

 

 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math 

using the JISD portal 

and complete 1 full lesson and 

play 30 minutes of Imagine 

Math Facts. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math  

using the JISD portal  

and complete 1 full hour of 

Imagine Math Facts. 

From your back yard, choose 4 items.  The 

items can be branches, rocks, leaves, 

blades of grass, pebbles, or anything else 

that you can find that are less than 5 

inches in length. 

 

Measure each item to the nearest 
1

8
 of an 

inch. 

 

Write down the type of item and its length 

from smallest to largest. 

 

 



 

6th Grade Mathematics 
Tic-Tac-Toe Board #2 

Week of April 6 – April 10 and Week of April 13 – April 17 
 

6.5(B) solve real-world problems to find the whole given a part and the percent, to find the part given the whole and the percent, and to find the 
percent given the part and the whole, including the use of concrete and pictorial models 

 Directions:  Week of April 6 – April 10, complete the problem in the middle, then choose 2 other rectangles to complete, 

and make your tic-tac-toe.  You will have completed 3 assignments this week.  Week of April 13 – April 17, you will choose 

only 2 boxes to make your tic-tac-toe for the week.  You will have completed only 2 assignments this week. 

Look for an advertisement online or in a 

newspaper or a magazine that shows or 

mentions a percent.  Write a problem to 

go with the percent that you found and 

solve the problem. 
 

(For example: You read online that 57% or 

college students are women.  Your 

problem: There are 200 students enrolled 

in college, then 57% or 114 of those 

students are women.) 
 

Share the problem with a family member 

or friend and explain what the percent 

represents. 

Compare and contrast the percentages in the 

following 2 scenarios. 

 

In Ms. Mar’s class, 18 out of 24 students 

prefer to do homework before dinner. 

 

In Mr. Bell’s class, 20 out of 30 students 

prefer to do their homework before dinner. 

 

Does this mean that a higher percent of 

students in Mr. Bell’s class prefer to do 

homework before dinner? 
 

Write a short letter to your teacher to 

explain your findings. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math  

using the JISD portal  

and complete 2 full lessons. 

Look around the house for paper products.  

Then find the percentage of the different 

types of paper products in your home. 

 
(For example:  You find 2 tissue boxes, 30 toilet paper 

rolls, and  15 paper towel rolls.  This means you have 

4.2% of paper products in tissue boxes, 63.8% in TP 

rolls, and  31.9% in paper towel rolls) 

 

Show all of your work for each of the 

proportions that you set up.  Explain to 

your family member or friend your 

findings. 

Bobby spent $2 on nachos, $5 on 

drinks, $3 on popcorn, and $2 on 

candy.  

What percentage of Bobby's expenses 

were the… 

 nachos  

 candy 

 drinks  

 popcorn 

Explain to your teacher which 

combination of 2 items was 66
2

3
% of 

Bobby’s expenses that day. 

Fifteen students make 12% of the band.  

Amanda used the proportion  
12

100
=

?

15
 

to find the number of students in the 

band. 

 

Analyze the error in the proportion and 

explain to a family member or a friend why 

the proportion is wrong.   

 

Write a clear and detailed explanation to 

your teacher using correct math language. 

Explain the correct proportion to use to 

find the total number of students in the 

band. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math 

using the JISD portal 

and complete 1 full lesson and 

play 30 minutes of Imagine 

Math Facts. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math  

using the JISD portal  

and complete 1 full hour of 

Imagine Math Facts. 

Look in your food pantry for different cans 

of food.  Then find the percentage of the 

different cans of food in your home. 

 
(For example:  You find 5 chicken noodle soups, 3 

tomato soups, and 4 vegetable soups.  This means 

you have 41.6% chicken noodle soups, 33.3% 

vegetable soups, and  25% tomato soups) 

 

Show all of your work for each of the 

proportions that you set up.  Explain to 

your family member or friend your 

findings. 

 



 

6th Grade Mathematics 

Tic-Tac-Toe Board #3 
Week of April 20 – 24 and Week of April 27 – May 1 

 

6.4(G) generate equivalent forms of fractions, decimals, and percents using real-world problems, including problems that involve money 

Directions:  Week of April 20 -24, complete the problem in the middle, then choose 2 other rectangles to complete, and 

make your tic-tac-toe.  You will have completed 3 assignments this week.  Week of April 27 – May 1, you will choose only 2 

boxes to make your tic-tac-toe for the week.  You will have completed only 2 assignments this week. 

Choose 10 boxes or containers of food 

from your pantry, or look up some 

nutritional information of your favorite 

snacks online.  
 

Find the total % Daily Value of the  

carbohydrates per serving. 
 

For example, look below. 

 
 

What are the decimal and fraction 

equivalents of the % shown in the 

nutritional label?  Do this for 10 labels. 

Go online to look at store ads or use the 

newspaper ads for this assignment. 

 

Find 5 items that you would buy and are 

on sale. The items can be electronics, 

clothing, toys, art supplies, etc… 

 

Cut them out with the % of discount and 

glue them on a paper.  Then generate the 

equivalent forms of fractions and 

decimals. 

 

Tell your family member or friend about 

the deals you found and have them check 

your equivalent fractions and decimals. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math  

using the JISD portal  

and complete 2 full lessons. 

 

Create a math rap or a rhyme 

that will help someone 

remember how to generate 

the equivalent forms of 

fractions, decimals, and 

percents. 
 

The price of one pair of jeans was 

reduced 35%.   

 

What decimal and fraction are 

equivalent to 35%? 

 

Write a short paragraph to your 

teacher to explain the math 

computations needed to solve this 

problem.  

Talk to a family member, friend, or 

neighbor and ask to see a set of measuring 

cups or measuring spoons. 
 

Take the fractions on each of the 

cups/spoons and write the equivalent 

decimals and percents for each one. 
 

Draw the pictures of the items you used 

with the equivalent fractions, decimals and 

percents written below the picture.   
 

Explain in writing to your teacher what you 

did to generate the equivalent forms of 

percents and decimals. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math 

using the JISD portal 

and complete 1 full lesson and play 

30 minutes of Imagine Math Facts. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math  

using the JISD portal  

and complete 1 full hour of 

Imagine Math Facts. 

Choose 10 boxes or containers of food 

from your pantry, or look up some 

nutritional information of your favorite 

snacks online.  
 

Look for serving sizes written as a fraction. 

For example, look below. 

 
 

What are the decimal and percent 

equivalents of the fraction shown in the 

nutritional label?   

 

 



 

6th Grade Mathematics 

Tic-Tac-Toe Board #4 
Week of May 4 - 8 and Week of May 11 – 15 

 

6.10(A) model and solve one-variable, one-step equations and inequalities that represent problems, including geometric concepts 

Directions:  Week of May 4 - 8, complete the problem in the middle, then choose 2 other rectangles to complete, and make 

your tic-tac-toe.  You will have completed 3 assignments this week.  Week of May 11 - 15, you will choose only 2 boxes to 

make your tic-tac-toe for the week.  You will have completed only 2 assignments this week. 

Use a pictorial model to show the 

solution to x + 15 = -18. 

 

Use algebra tile pictures or a strip 

diagram to show your solution. 

 

 

Think about how you can distinguish 

between an inequality and an 

equation. 

 

Using examples and/or pictures, create 

1 notecard or flashcard that compares 

and contrasts an equation to an 

inequality. 

 

Share your notecard/flashcard with a 

family member or friend. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math  

using the JISD portal  

and complete 2 full lessons. 

Use a pictorial model to show the solution 

set to 3x > -15 

Use the key provided below for your 

algebra tile pictures. 

 

Write a letter to your teacher to explain 

the math computations needed to solve 

the problem below. 

 

Make sure that your explanation has 

detailed and clear step-by-step 

instructions to solve it. 

 

The area of a rectangle is 45.5 square 

inches.  The base of the rectangle is 7 

inches.  What is the height of the rectangle 

in inches? 

Sit with a family member or friend and tell 
them what steps are shown in the pictorial 
model to solve the problem 6 + x = 14. 
 

 
 

Explain using clear and detailed math 

language. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math 

using the JISD portal 

and complete 1 full lesson and play 

30 minutes of Imagine Math Facts. 

 

 
Log into Imagine Math  

using the JISD portal  

and complete 1 full hour of Imagine 

Math Facts. 

Create one problem with an 

inequality symbol.  It should look 

like the problem in the middle left 

box of this sheet.  (3x > -15) 

 

Explain using a pictorial model and 

in detailed, clear, written directions 

how to solve the problem you 

created. 

 

Read the problem to your family 

member or friend and have them 

check your solution. 
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Customary

1 mile (mi) = 1,760 yards (yd) 

1 yard (yd) = 3 feet (ft)

1 foot (ft) = 12 inches (in.)
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STAAR GRADE 6 MATHEMATICS 
REFERENCE MATERIALS
LENGTH

Metric

1 kilometer (km) = 1,000 meters (m)

1 meter (m) = 100 centimeters (cm)

1 centimeter (cm) = 10 millimeters (mm)

Metric

1 liter (L) = 1,000 milliliters (mL)

Metric

1 kilogram (kg) = 1,000 grams (g)

1 gram (g) = 1,000 milligrams (mg)

VOLUME AND CAPACITY

Customary

1 gallon (gal) = 4 quarts (qt)

1 quart (qt) = 2 pints (pt)

1 pint (pt) = 2 cups (c)

1 cup (c) = 8 fluid ounces (fl oz) 

WEIGHT AND MASS

Customary

1 ton (T) = 2,000 pounds (lb) 

1 pound (lb) = 16 ounces (oz) 
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